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candidate for a tail boom strake evaluation.
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INTRODUCTON

BACKGROUND

1. The Acrostructure Directorate, US Army Aviation Research and
Technology Activity, has shown that the installation of a strake
(i.e., a spoiler attached to tie upper left shoulder of the tail
boom) on a helicopter can result in improved sideward flight
capability and reduction of tail rotor power required in hover
and sideward flight. These results were obtained from tests
conducted in NASA Langley's 4xY meter wind tunnel using two-
dimensional tail boom cross sections. Preliminary flight tests
of the strake mounted on an 01-58A helicopter have confirmed
that there may be an improvement in hover and sideward flight
capability due to the strake. the effects of a str,.re on the
UII-60A was expected to be much more significant because the tail
boom cross sectional area is larger and the main rotor disk
loading is much higher than that of the OR-58A helicopter. As a
result, the US Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM) requested
the US Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity (USAAEFA)
to conduct a flight characteristics test of the UH-60A helicopter
with a tail boom mountod strake installed (ref 1, app A).

TEST OBJECTIVE

2. The objective of this test was to evaluate the effect of a
strake mounted on the tail boon of the UII-60A helicopter.

DESCRIPTION

3. The UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter is a twin-turbine, single
main rotor helicopter capable of transporting cargo, 11. combaL

troops, and weapons during day, night, visual meteorological
conditions, and instrument meteorological conditions. Con-en-
tional wheel-type landing gear are provided. The main and tail
rotors are both four-bladed. Manual main rotor blade and tail
pylon folding capnblittles are provided for air transportability.
A moveable hurtzontal stabilator is located on the lower portion
of the tail rotor pylon. The helicopter is powered by two
T700-(;E-700 turboshaft engines having an InsLalled Lhermodynamic
rating (30 minnte) of 1553 shaft horsepower (shp) (power turbine
speed of 20,900 rpm) each at sea level, standard day static
conditions. Insthlied dual engine power is transmission limited
to 2828 shp. A more detailed description of the 1Il1-6OA helicopter
is available in the Prime Item Development Specification (PIDS)
(ref 2, app A), appendix B and the operator's manual (ref 3).

i N
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4. The test helicopter, JUH-60A US Army S/N 82-23748, is a sixth
year production Black Hawk which incorporates the Extern.-l Stores
Support System fixed provisions and the modified productiv,. stab-
ilator schedule. The test aircraft also incorporated reŽoriented
airspeed probes and engineering change proposal 0252 wt~fh up-
graded the airspeed system with the production re' rict._.ýs, cnu
piece spacer blocks, and fairings.

5. The tailboom strake is comprised of four 0.0O3 inch (in.)
6061-T6 aluminum alloy sections each 3.0 in. in height, 2.5 In.
in width at the base, and 40 in., nominally, in length. When
fastened end to end to the left side of the UH-60A tailboom, the
four sections run from fuselage station 485 to 643 and are
offset from the vertical axis of the aircraft by approximately
40 degrees (deg). The base of the strake is curved to prevent
chaffing the rivet heads of the UH-60A tailboom surface and is
fastent.d by means of aircraft structural screws anchored through
self locking nut plates. The 3.0 in. high aerodynamic surface
of the strake is oriented 90 deg from the base so as to be normal.
to the UH-60A tailboom skin at the point of installation. The
strake was manufactured and installed by USAAEFA. Photographs of
the test helicopter tailboom strake and tufting as well as a more

474 detailed description of the tailboom strake and its installation
are included in appendix B.

TEST SCOPE

b. Flight testing was conducted at Edwards Air Force Base,
California (2302 feet elevation). A total of 8 flights were con-
ducted between 14 January L986 and 19 August 1986 for a total of
6.9 flight hours of which 2.0 were productive (flown 11 through
19 August 1986) Productive flights were limited to low speed
flight characteristics in right (90 deg azimuth) and left (270)
deg azimuth) sideward flight, USAAEFA calibrated and maintained
all the test instruimentatton and performed all required malnteii-
ancte on t.hv helicopter. Flight restrictions and operating linif-
tations observed during the evaluation are 1 italned in the
operator's manual (ref 3, app A) and the airworthiness release
(ref 4). Testing was conducted at the conditions shown in table I
in accordance with the test plan (ref .'5)' approved by AVSCOM.

2
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Table 1. Test Conditions 1

Average Average Average

Gross Longitudinal Density
Weight Center of Gravity Altitude

Flight Strake (ib) (FS) (ft)

1 OFF 20200 347.2 3730

22 ON 20180 347.1 3600

3 ON 20390 347.0 3420

NOTES:

INormal utility configuration, main rotor speed of 258 rpm,
and mid lateral center of gravity location; Boost, Ftability
Augmentation System, Flight Path Stabilization and Trim - ON,
Pitch Bias Actuator electrically disconnected at 2.7 in.

2 Fllght aborted when surface winds exceeded 5 knots.

TEST METHODOLOGY

7. A d('talled i1sting of the test Instrumentation is contained
in appendix C. Established flight test techniques and data
redticttonl procedures were used (ref 6, app A) and aie described
In appendtx D. The flight test data were obtained from test
Lnstrumentat ton displayed on the instrument panel and recorded
by onboard magnetic tape recording equipment.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GENERAL

8. lests were conducted to evaluate low speed flight at the
conditions presented in table I to determine the performance and
handling qualities of the UH-60A helicoptcr both with and without
the strake installed. Testing was performed at speeds up to
approyimately 45 knots true airspeed (KTAS) in left and right
sidewird flight. A calibrated pace vehicle was used as a speed
refeience. The belicopter was flown in-ground effect at a wheel
heigt.t of approximately 15 feet. The low speed flight test data
are dresented in figurer 1 through 3, appendix E. The "I" bars
denjte the minimum and maximum excursions of control positions,
engines and tail rotor torques, and tail rotor impress angles
curing the stabilized data points. The "I" bars are included to
Indicate pilot workload. Testing was terminated after three

X productive flights when no significant improvement in performance
V or handiing qualites was noted with the strake installation.

PEPFORMANCE

9. The performance of the IMi-60A helicopter was compared with
and without the strake during hover and sideward flight up to 45
KTAS (fig. 1, app E) while maintaining approximately the same
ratio ot weight over sigma. Engine torque required for left side-
ward flight was the same with and without the strake installed.
Engine torque required for hover and right sideward flight was
slightly higher (15 to 50 ft-lb) with the strake installed.
Tail rotor torque required was the same (strake installed or
uninntaltcd) during hover annd left cidpward flight up to 35
KTAS. From 35 to 45 KTAS left sidward flight and from 5 to 20
KTAS and 35 to 45 KTAS in right sideward tlight there was a
slight reduction (0 to 30 ft-lb) of tail rotor torque required
with the strake installed. Power required variations as a result
of the strake installation were inconsistent and not significant.
The UH-60A helicopter's overall peLformance durilng hover ind
sideward flight to 45 KTAS was essontially unchanged by the
strake installation.

HANDL, NG .qUALT IES

i0. liatidling qualities data with and without the strake installed

were compared during sidward flt ght tip to 45 KTAS (fig I, app E)
Lo deterinino Chi, h ,,'ci -t.q of the i;traki( on flight. rontrol. margins.
The directional control positlons were similar for hover and
sideward flight j, Lo 35 KTAS left and right. From 35 to 45
KTAS left, stdeward flight there was up Lo a 0.3 in. increase

I4
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of right pedal required (decrease in control margin) with the
strake installed. At speeds of 35 to 45 KTAS right sideward
flight there was up to a 0.25 in. decrease of left pedal required

(increase in control margin). Longitudinal cyclic control posi-
tions were similar during flights with the strake installed and
uninstalled. Lateral cyclic positions were similar for hover
and left sideward flight up to 35 KTAS. From 35 to 45 KTAS left
sideward flight there was a requirement for up to 0.2 in. of
additional left cyclic (reduction of control margin) with the
strake installed. Right sideward flight required approximately
0.3 to 0.4 in. less right cyclic (increase in control margin)
control with the strake installed. Flying qualities (as deter-
mined by flight control excursions, annotated by "I" bars on
figs. 2 and 3, app E) were coi')ared for flight: with the strake
installed and uninstalled during sideward flight. Directional
control excursions were similar up to 35 KTAS during left sideward
flight. At 35 to 45 KTAS left sideward flight, the directional
pedal excursions were reduced by +0.5 in. to +0.3 in. when the
strake was installed. Longitudinal cyclic excursiuns were reduced
when the strake was installed during hover and left and right
sideward flight to 15 KTAS (by 40.5 to +0.2 in.). Longitudinal
cyclic excursions were also decreased by +0.8 to +0.6 In. during
flight at 15 to 45 KTAS left sidoward flight with the strake

it installed. There was no change in longitudinal cyclin control
excursions during right sideward flight above 15 KTAS. There
were no changes in lateral or collective control excurtions
noted with the strake on or off. The strake installation on the
UIt-60A helicopter had no significant effect on flight ccntrol
margins. A slight improvement in longitudinal cyclic workload
during left and right sidward flight to 15 KTAS was noted. The
pilot did not detect a tgni f iant difference in handling
qutaLitLes with or without tlhe strake installed.

11. The AerorLctrir ,rate, US Army Aviation Re-scarch and
NAlTecnlmolgy Activity expected improvements in hovering performance

and flying qnnliti~es with r(-duced pednl requirement in sideward
flight: (as [ndiciat-.d in rof 7, app A) for a strake Instafllation

onop.or. StI ne, no sign fi'cant implrovetn( t: s
were noted, Iitltng was terminated afte r three produc'ive [ tights.
Since thL1 teftttle change with the sLrake instl-
latton and since previous USAMAFA performance and lantdilig quali-
Lien reportg on the aircraft have found no control margin or
power required problems during sideward flight, no father strake
tettnnyi should he considered on thle UII-60A. The 111-1i1- helficopter
which has a docieiuntd problem wl h talt rotor control margi• •
duringm hover ,ind siideward flight (rot H) might he n much better
candidate for a tail boom Htrako evaluation.



12. t~arly termination of the test precluded compliance testlng to
the PIDS requirements (ref 2, app A) with the strake installed.
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CONCLUSIONS

13. The overall performance and handling qualities of the Uti-60A
helicopter during hover and sideward flight to 45 KTAS was essen-
tially unchanged by the InstallaLion of the st.rake.

a. Tile overall performance of tile Ull-60A helicopter wa8
essentially unchanged by the installation of the strake (para 9).

b. There was no significant effect of the strake installation
on the Ull-60A helicopter flight control margins, except for a
slight reduction in right cyclic control d[splacement (increase
In control margin) required In r•ght sideward flight (para 10).

c. There was a minor reduction In longitudinal cyclic
workload during left and right sideward flight to 15 KTAS.
The pilot did not detect s significant difference in overall
handling qualities with the strake installed (parm 10).

I



RECOMMENDATIONS

14. The foilc'wtng recommendations are presented regarding the
fl.ight characteristics of the UH-60A helicopter with a tail boom
mounted strake:

a. No futher strake testing should be conducted on the UH-60A
(para 11).

b. The± U1I-lil helict)pter has a documented problem with tail
rotor control margins during hovc.r and sideward flight and
should be considered for a tail boom strake evaluation (para. 11).

..-
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APPENDIX B. DESCRIPTION

GENERAL

1.- The Sikorsky UH-60A (Black Hawk) is a twin turbine engine,
single main rotor helicopter capable of transporting 11 combat
troops plus a crew of three. It Is equipped with three nonretract-
able conventional wheel-type landing gear. A movable horizontal
stabilator is located on the lower portion of the tail totor
pylon. The main and tail rotors are both Lour-bladed with a
capability of manual main roilo blade and tail pylon folding.
The cr088-beam tail rotor with composite blades is attached to
the right side of tji pylon and is canted 20 deg upward from the
horizontal. The primary power plants for the UII-6Oa helicopter
are two General Electric T700-CE-700 front drive turboshaft
engines, each rated at 1553 shaft horsepower (slip) (30 minute
limit) at a power turbine speed of 20,900 revolutions per minute
(rpm) (sea level, standard day, installed). A complete descrIption
of the aircraft is contained in the operator's manual (ref 3,
app A).

BASIC AIRCRAFT INFORMATION

2. General data of the Ull-60A helicopter are as follows:

Gross Weight

Maximum gross weight 20,250 lb
Empty weighe Approximately 10,620 lb
Primnary mission gross weight 16,324 lb
Fuel capacity (inealuud 360 gal

Mair Rotor

Number of blades 4
Diameter 53 ft, 8 in.
Blade chord 1.73/1.75 ft
Blade twist -18 deg (equivalent)
Btade tip sweep 20 deg aft
Blado area (one blade) 46.7 sq ft
Airfoil

sect I oti ( root to tip de,- ignat tiOl ) SCI095/SCI 095R18
thlIvkilq! ( perc t cho rd ) 9 .5 pe rc,.Ž

Main roto mast titL (forward) 3 deg

Tail Rotor

Number of blades 4
1)i1aR nv Lu r 11 Ft

V 10

A. %
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Blade chord 0.81 ft
Blade twist (equivalent linear) -18 deg
Blade area (one blade) 4.46 eq ft
Airfoil
section (root to tip designation) SC1095/SC1095R8
thickness (percent chord) 9.5 percent
Cant angle 20 deg

Gear Ratios

Input Output

S-rpm Ratio

Engine to main 20,900.0 257.9 81.0419
rotor

Engine to tail 20,900.0 1189.8 17.5658
rotor

Tail rotor to 1189.8 257.9 4.6136
main rotor

STRAKE INSTALLATION

3. The UH-60A tailboom strake (photos I and 2) is comprised of
four 0.063 in. AL ALY 6061-TG sections, FED SPEC QQ-A-250/11
stock, each 3.0 in. in height, 2.5 in. in width at the base,
and 40 in., nominally, in length. When fastened end to end to
the left side of the UH-60A tailboom the four sections run from
fuselage station 435 to 643 and are offset from the vertical
axis of the aircraft by approximately 40 deg. The base of the
strake sections which fasten to the tailboom skin employ a curv-
ature across their width which is more severe than that of the
tailboom in order that the strake sections may ride above existing
tailboom rivet heads and prevent rivet chaffing. The radius of
curvature for the sections are 2.5 in. and 3.0 in. for the two
rear sections and two forward sections, respectively. Both ends
of each strake segment are chamfered at 0.50 in. x 45 deg. The
free edge along the base of the strake (uppermost edge when
mounted onto the tailboom) has been modified with a slight 0.50
in. radius reflex to prevent chaffing of the aircraft skin along
the length of the strake. The transition from the base of the
strake to the 90 deg extension also utilizes a 0.50 in. radius
of curvAture. Additionally, slight cutaways exist in the forward
-no~t and two aft segments to allow for clearance of existing
rivet patterns along bulkheads within the tailboom. The radius
of each corner in all cutaways is 0.125 in. Blind rivets along
the tailboom at the points of attachment of the strake were
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periodicially replaced by stainless steel self-locking nut plates,
(D.A. 500-83-V-N248), which are fastened with AN426 AD3-6 solid
aluminum rivets where work space permitted, and OLA 500-85-M-Y734
blind aluminum rivets elsewhere. The strake in secured with
MS-27039 1/7 10/32 in. airc'raft structural screws. The longest
span between successive nut plates is 5 in. The ends of each
strake segment extend no more than 2.25 in. from the closest nut
plate, with the only exception being the forward end of the
forward segment, where the closest nut plate is 4.75 In. aft.
The strake was manufactured and installed by the US Army Aviation
Engineering Flight Activity.

14
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APPENDIX C. INSTRUMENTATION

GF N RAL

1. The test Instrumentatlon was installed, calibrated and main-
tained by US Army Aviation Englneering Flight Activity person-
nel. A swiveling pitot-static tube and angle of attack and side-
sllp vanes were Installed on a test boom 162 In. forward of the
nose of the aircraft and 29 in. to the right of centerline. Also
installed were two video cameras, one mounted at each stabilator
tip, for the purpose of monitoring the aorodynamic behavior of
the tailboom tuftingi during testing (photo I, app B). Each camera
assembly weighed approximately 2.7 lb. Images wore recorded on
tape adjacent to the engineer's station and observed in real
time using a video monitor nearby. Equipment required only for
specific tests was installed when needed and is discussed in the
section on special equipment (parA 2). Data was obtained from
calibrated instrumentation and displayed or recorded as indicated
below.

Pilot Position

Altitude (radar-dual rangto)*
Rotor speed (sensittve)
%nginv torque* **
Turbine gas temperature (T4.5)* **

Engine gas generator speed * **

Control positions
Longitudinal
Lateral
Pedal
Col locttve

S ta i ln i po M I t. ltron
Evoiet switch

~opj lo~t/J.... ,er Station

Rot or A I)Ued*
Ing lnu LorquL* **

lot ;I I r t., vnpt ra tIro

Fue I us ed ( Lota I ZVr)
lb I [ tL cnarl pos I on
Ti'ne rode display
Run nitimh:r
I'vent HW[LcIe

• Ship sy,,-. m/in tL r llhraLted
* *BoLh vilg ino,4
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Digital Pulse Code Modulation Data Parameters

Altitude (radar)
Total air temperature
Rotor speed
Engine torque**
Turbine gas temperatures (T4.5)**
Engine gas generator speed**
Engine power turbine speed**
Engine fuel flow**
Engine fuel used**
Engine fuel temperature (at fuel used transducer)**
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) fuel used
APU fuel temperature (at fuel used transducer)
Tail rotor shaft torque
Tail rotor impress pitch
Stabilator position
Ballast cart position
Control positions

Longitudinal
Lateral
Pedal
Collective

Stability augmentation system output position
Longitudtnal
Lateral
Directional

Control mixer input position
Longitud fnAl
Lateral.
Directional

Aircraft attitude
Pitch
Roll
Yaw

Afreraft nngtilnr rate
Pitch

Yaw
Linear acceleration

Center of gravity normal
Center of gravity lateral
Center of gravity longitudtinal

Time of day
Ron number

**JBoth L'ng inea
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Data status words
Pilot event
Engineer eve~nt

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

Ground Pace Vehicle

2. A vehicle utilizing a calibrated fifth ;.rheel to determilne
accurate ground speed was used in conjunction with wind specd and
direction to provide a precise true alropood reference for the
test aircraft during low speed tests.

Wen thc'r Station

3. A portable wentlivr station, consisting of an anelmometer,
sensitive ternpernture gage, and barometer, was used to record
wind speed, wind direction, ambient temperature, and pressure
altitude durinS low speed tests.
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APPENDIX D. TEST TECHNIQUES AND DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

AIRCRAFT RLIGGING

1.A 1`I tp,10 voolirolti onpiI niq'r a rigging rhuick wtgim pi rrifirvil on
Ov1 mai n tind I nt] rotors durltig 6 previotia test program conducted
by the US Army Aviation Engineuring Flight Activity (USAAEFA)
(ref 9, App A). The rigging data are presented in table 1.

AIRCRAFT WE~IGHT AND BALANCE

2. A weighing accomplished during a previous test program con-
ducted by USAAEFA wasn used an a reference for all $Lrake tooting
(ref 10, app A). The Aircraft was weighed in the instrumented
condition With full fuel and oil onboard. In addituion, the
movable ballast systemn, the OxLernal stores support mystem (EBBS)
wings with fivings and racks, four external fuel tnnks, and loand
bAllant at various fixed locations was installed during the
weighing. With the weight of fuel, the weight of the EBBS, the
weight of the external tanks, and the weight of fixed bellast
subtracted from the total weighti, the basic weight was 11918.8
pound. with the longitudinal center of gravity (ell) at fuselnge
Pi~atton (FS) 356.5 (ballast cart eg FS 301). To this weight was
aidded 5.5 pounds to account foe romote video cameras located at
FS 698.0 and 60.0 pounds to account for the video monitoring/
recording equipment with support rack located at FS 278.0. The
basic aircraft weight warn therefore modified to 11,984.3 lb with
a longitudinal cg at FS 356.3. This basic weight and eg was
used in all subsequent strike tooting.

3. The fuel weight for each flight wen determinod prior to engine
start and following engine shutdown by using external sight gages
to evaltiate fool volume and by measuring the opecifir weight or
the fuel, Lead weights were secured incide tho Aircraft at fixed
locatlons iind within the movable ballast cart to tadjunt the
weight and cg for tust purposes. The ballast cart had A maximum
capacity of 2664 lb and a tutal travel of 72.7 in. (VS 301 to
FS 373.7). To minntntin the desired weight during low speed
teatit:ng, hallhat: wan ~j ddecd periodically tic FS 124.9) na ruvi wapN
hdlrtieci at tI 1111 tnt i rv, In ,'oivn ivt' t onI I 11w order lv uiiipl too i ii
Lvnt: pot1LH Ton * l a Intalt vi l ,, t.11 hibiitt (. I'Ar.~a Willi I1iOVt'd 1111 IlIil
requ L rud. Viat desired I eat weight. was varied as re~quired ilt tHi
hegintifng of' eaci, flighit to maInftnin n consistent gross weight
over sigma ratio.
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Mann Rotor RtggLig

Flight Control Po sttton Sw ,N hpl ate Tilt Coll ictive

(Duroee) |Bblade Pitch

Co L Ivct I vc 1,onjvi tud inni Loteard PedaLI Longitudin~t1 Lateral~ (Degraee")

H-igh * *-42 -3.3 24.3

1,o w AFT Ur -9.4 -7.4 8.8
1 g1h AVT I,T * -9.2 -Y.6 24 . i
low FWI) RT 1.1 .0 7.2 93.1
lhFWD)T * 17.3 6.5 23.4

.AFTLT 1"T -1.1 .1 -7.7 23.6
d AVT • i.r1 * -11.7 -7.5 16•6

Mid FWD RIIT -15.6 6.2 15.5
Mid * * * -7.4 ]-2.6 17.0

T[ ll Rot~or ULSgA I1

FIP ght Cointrol. Pomition Collt , ttvc Blade Pitch
lt the Root
(Vogruum)

M I d i(LT L ,

M'd RTr 16.2

bllM 1ll ) 0 .9

LAow HI 11 8.2

1.7.

I,ow ]:T 7..

I o~d 1.'(mt on alppropr-hritt, cmi. r'olt. waO i W pl i [ mluld



TEST TrCIINlQUES
4. Conventional test techniques were used during the conduct of

the handling qualities tests. Detailed descriptions of the test
tech•niques are contained in reference 6, appendix A.

I0
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APPENDIX E. TEST DATA

INDEX

Figure Figure No.

Low Speed Flight Characturisics
Strake tnstalled/Unlnstalled Comparison
Strake Uninstalled Parameter Excursions 2
Strake Installed Parameter Excursions 3
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